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Bal Bharati Public School, Pitampura celebrated International Observe the Moon Night 

(InOMN) with SPACE INDIA on October 27, 2017 with students of Classes VI to X. Students 

joined the session in the evening where Harshit Aggarwal and Rohak Kansal of class VIII gave an 

enlightening presentation on telescopes and demonstrated its handling. They also learnt about 

the Moon and its different features along with the important site. In the outdoor session, 

students aligned the telescopes and observed moon and identified its features. One of the 

prominent feature they observed were craters on moon and landing site of Apollo 15. Students 

set 76mm reflector telescopes as well as 200mm Dobsonian telescope by themselves and 

pointed them towards moon and stars like Vega, Altair and Deneb. Students had a fruitful 

experience and generated interest through practical experiences and disclosure to latest in the 

field of Astronomy and Space Science.  

The interest of the school towards cultivating a scientifically aware mind in the students has led 

the school towards active participation in Astronomy and Space science oriented projects and 

events.  

Note to the Editor: 

International Observe the Moon Night (InOMN) is an annual worldwide public event that 

encourages observation, appreciation, and understanding of our Moon. It is an annual celebration 

of lunar and planetary science and exploration & an opportunity to celebrate new scientific 

discoveries as well as our personal and cultural connections to the Moon.   

About SPACE:  

SPACE is a young dynamic company churning out innovative and exciting hands-on astronomy 
education and astro-tourism services.  
The trademark of SPACE is innovation, passion and total commitment to spreading knowledge of 
astronomy and space sciences amongst the masses. Every project in SPACE is an opportunity for us 
to communicate our belief in developing scientific temperament to people, especially children, to 
create an intelligent and analytic global community.  
For more information, visit our website: http://www.space-india.com/ 
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